
Welcome to Analytics
Module 5



We will be discussing..
● Websta.me

● Bit.ly



What is Websta.me?
Websta.me is an instagram viewer that gives you helpful resources for managing your 

account like: 

● Reposting Instagram posts with a watermark of the username of the original 

poster

● Create Instagram Gallery widgets

● Free Statistics on your instagram account

● Weekly Most Liked Posts

● Statistics on hot Posts and Instagram users

● Search hashtags and users on Instagram and on Websta.me

We are not affiliated with this service. We share programs that we have used to benefit our growth.



Websta.me Navigation Introduction

Don’t forget to watch the 

Websta.me video on the 

membership site for an 

introduction to the 

navagation and features of 

Websta.me.



What is Bit.ly?
Bit.ly is a free Service that offers short links. My favorite part about Bit.ly is that you 

can see analytical data from your short links. 

Chrome has an extension that you can add to help you

quickly and easily create short links while you are 

working. There is also a bookmark feature for other 

browsers to make it easier for you to use it, regardless

of your favorite browser.



Setting up Bit.ly 
is REALLY That 
Easy!



How Can I Create a Short Link With Bit.ly?



What Can I do With the Short Link?
Now you can use your bit.ly link on your Instagram Bio if you want to track your clicks 

from your profile. 

You could also use it to track how many clicks you get on other social media profiles 

and/or posts.  You could even use it to split test different wording in your advertising.  

There are a ton of things you could test/track with your new short link tool!



This concludes Module 5! 
You now have the resources to help you 

grow your Instagram presence!
Good Luck!


